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INTRODUCTTION
The vehicle
e population density within major citie
es has sudde
enly increase
ed, making
road transp
portation and
d CO2 emiss
sions manag
gement a mu
uch more difficult task.
With the de
evelopment of
o 'Fold-able micro Electrric Vehicles', it will provide agility as
well as lessser parking space in urban
u
traffic conditions. Currently a prototype
developmen
nt of foldable electric ve
ehicle is und
he vehicle will
w provide
dergoing. Th
similar funcctions like oth
her foldable vehicles, bu
ut will provide
e the user th
he ability to
remotely folld, park, and
d view any te
elemetry data
a of the vehicle through their smart
device. The
e smart devicce also functions as an in
nstrument pa
anel. The veh
hicle will be
developed tto be a reliab
ble, easy-to--use and eco
o-friendly ele
ectric vehicle, which will
provide a ne
ew plan towa
ards “car sha
aring”.
Theory
Figure 1 sho
ows the layo
out of the com
mponents off the Foldable
e Micro Electric Vehicle
in a genera
al block diagrram format. Since the rresearch is still
s under pro
ogress, the
diagram is sstill in its preliminary stag
ge.
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ABSTRACT
For the 2012 edition of EcoTrophelia, the authors of this abstract have developed a tasty
food snack based on sugar beet pulp, a by-product from sugar production from sugar beets.
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The Healthy Snack
The developed product is some kind of a bread stick. It consists of pulp mixed with rye flour
and a little salt. The sugar left in the pulp and the added salt give the product a well
balanced taste suitable for more situations, both as e.g. cereals or as snacks. Beets are
known for their high content of fibers. Fibers are healthy to humans due to the satiety effect
they provide.

Business Aspects
Sugar production in Denmark is located on the South-East islands Lolland and Falster. This
region is lacking economical growth, why it would be naturally to invest and place the
production of this bread stick here. Further, the main raw material would be close by. It is
expected to be a sustainable business due to the intensified focus on healthy and tasty food.
Currently, sugar beet pulp is dried and then used for cattle feed. The process is energyintensive and expensive. Therefore it is really value-adding to turn the pulp into human food.
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Environmentally Friendly

Conclusion
n
As shown in
n Table 1, with the substitu
ution of electrric vehicles fro
om conventional vehicles
(including hybrids), it will dramatically
d
re
educe emission
ns. With its fo
olding abilities, the vehicle
s
size than the micro vvehicles that are
a in the mark
ket today.
size can be rreduced to a smaller

transport

Vehiccle

M
MPG

CO2
2 equiv. emittedd (lb/mi)

CO2 Reduction with FEV

Stand
dard
22
1.14
93%
VW G
Golf TDI
37
0.72
89%
Toyotta Prius
55
0.45
82%
FEV
62mi./charge
0.081
Table 1 Gree
enhouse Gas Em
mission Reducti on with FEV substitution (1)
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Beet Snappers
The snack product is named Beet Snappers. Analyses have shown a sustainable market
potential in the EU with expectations on increased consumer demands on eco-friendly
foods. This product cannot claim to be organic. But it will, have low environmental impact
compared to comparable products due to:
Vast animal feed supply turned into human food
A production chain where, an evaporation step is skipped, saving energy
The positive social impact when creating new jobs and growth
The important steps considered in the LCC performed are the material and manufacturing
stage. Use and disposal are hard to quantify since they take place in the human body.
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Waste and residual ressources

Figure 1 General
G
Block Diagram
D
of the F
Foldable Electric
c Vehicle

Turning animal feed into human food is sustainable in this situation, where the raw material
is not even used fully across the globe. The tremendous amounts of energy used for drying
the pulp to feed pellets are also better spent on the baking of this bread product. Since the
product has a low water content and thereby low water activity there are only few
requirements for a packaging material. This allows choosing an eco-friendly material with
only few considerations on barrier properties etc.
Finally, this new resource utilization will direct growth to a Danish region often connected
with stories about industry shutdowns, high unemployment rates and socially low resourced
families. A new business venture like this would therefore provide a very positive social
impact on the environment.

